Element Research Project

Name of Element: ___________________________________  Symbol ____________

Number of Protons ___________; Neutrons ___________; Electrons ___________

Atomic Number ___________________  Atomic Mass: _____________________

Discovery History: _________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Classification and State: _____________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Appearance: _____________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Uses and Interesting Facts: _________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

On your shirt/apron or paper (if doing a model) – include all of the above information

You are to draw a model of your atom on the apron/shirt – you may add beads, etc to make it 3D. If you are making a model, please use clay, styrofoam or beads to make a visual model of your element.

You are to include drawings (on shirt/apron) or pictures (report) of items that your element is found in. Minimum of 2.

NEATNESS counts.

You will present your element to the class. It is due by 12/21-22.